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Fundamentals of Multicore Software Development (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2011

	With multicore processors now in every computer, server, and embedded device, the need for cost-effective, reliable parallel software has never been greater. By explaining key aspects of multicore programming, Fundamentals of Multicore Software Development helps software engineers understand parallel programming and master...
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Introduction to the Theory of Programming Languages (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2010


	The ultimate, definitive programming language has not been created yet, far from it.

	Almost every day a new language is created, and new functionalities are added to

	existing languages. Improvements in programming languages contribute to making

	programs more reliable, shorten the development time, and make programs easier

	to...
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Moving Objects Databases (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This book represents a milestone in the synthesis of temporal and spatial database concepts and techniques. It unifies and organizes the existing research into a coherent whole and presents substantial new results and approaches in many areas. In each case it begins with what is known, then it introduces the new concepts in an abstract and...
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Flex 3 with JavaPackt Publishing, 2009
Flex 3 is a great technology for developing Rich Internet Applications for the Web as well as for the desktop. If you are a developer looking to design great-looking and sophisticated user interfaces that resemble desktop-based applications, and want to utilize an existing server technology such as Java to develop RIAs, this book is for you.
...
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Programming Language Pragmatics, Second EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
"Michael Scott's book could have been entitled: Why Programming Languages Work. It takes a fresh look at programming languages by bringing together ideas and techniques usually covered in disparate language design, compiler, computer architecture, and operating system courses. Its comprehensive and integrated presentation of language...
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Computer Systems: A Programmer's Perspective (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	
		This book (CS:APP) is for computer scientists, computer engineers, and others

	
		who want to be able to write better programs by learning what is going on “under
	
		the hood” of a computer system.
	


	
		Our aim is to explain the enduring concepts underlying all...
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Ansi/Iso C++ Professional Programmer's Handbook (Que Professional Series)Que, 1999
By that time, hundreds of thousands of people were using the language. C++ compilers were available
for almost every platform. New C++-based frameworks, such as MFC and OWL, had emerged. The
committee had to face enormous pressure from several directions. Some organizations were advocating
new features and extensions to the language...
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Robohelp for the WebWordware Publishing, 2002
This guide explains the use and administration of eHelp's latest software package, emphasizing administrator setup and maintenance.     

       Provides with an explanation of installing and configuring RoboHelp and presents an outline for creating a documentation plan. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

RoboHelp Enterprise is...
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Language Implementation Patterns: Create Your Own Domain-Specific and General Programming LanguagesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Knowing how to create domain-specific languages (DSLs) can give you a huge productivity boost. Instead of writing code in a general-purpose programming language, you can first build a custom language tailored to make you efficient in a particular domain.



The key is understanding the common patterns found across language...
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Appcelerator Titanium: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Build native apps for iOS, Android, and Blackberry from a single JavaScript codebase with Appcelerator Titanium. This guide gets you quickly up to speed on this amazing framework and shows you how to generate cross-platform apps with 100% native controls. You’ll also learn the advantages of using Titanium when you want to...
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Essentials of Computer ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2004

	This book began when I was assigned to help salvage an undergraduate computer
	organization course. The course had suffered years of neglect: it had been taught by a
	series of professors, mostly visitors, who had little or no interest or background in digital
	hardware, and the curriculum had deteriorated to a potpourri of topics that...
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Boost C++ Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Boost libraries are developed by professionals, tested on multiple platforms and processor architectures, and contain reliable solutions for a wide range of tasks. This Cookbook takes you on a journey of simplifying the process of application development and guides you through writing perfect applications fast.


	"Boost C++...
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